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Human beings have always been tempted to envisage a world better
than the one they know. The literature on Eden, paradise, or utopia
is vast. Besides fictional writers, humanist scholars, and social
scientists (including Karl Marx) have tried to envisage life in the good
place. Even the greatest minds have failed, however, in one test important to William James among others - namely, that such a place
should stimulate the imagination, that its effect must not dull too
soon. (in "The Good and Excitin2 Place" from Marlin2, 1997,p. 197)
"I asked myself, 'What is the myth you are
living?' and found that I did not know. So ••• I
took it upon myself to get to know 'my' myth,
and regarded this as the task of tasks~ ..I
simply had to know whatunconscious or
preconscious myth was forming me." --

Our experience quite literally is defined by our
assumptions about life ... We make stories
about the world and to a large degree live out
their plots. What our lives are like depends to a
great extent on the script we consciously, or
more likely, unconsciously, have adopted." -Carol Pearson, The Hero Within

Psychologist C. G. Jung
"Don't be satisfied with stories, how things;
have gone with others. Unfold your own myth."
- Rumi, 13th century Islamic poet.

Despite the arguments of the post-structuralists, great teachers like Freud, Jung,
Weston, Frazer, and Campbell, and, in our class, Hayden White, have confirmed a sense of
the unity of human experience and great literature. All histories can be se~n as mythologies,
following meta-narrative plot-lines and linguistic tropes that undeniably bias the telling of
the story. Yet in their gut-level appeal, these myth-stories that resonate with our souls
reveal to us perhaps more fundamental truths about the human condition than any mere
chronology ever could. This paper, deliberately conscious of this insight, recasts the story
of Bimini Place, between

1st

and

2nd

street and Vermont Ave in East Hollywood, as a classic

12 stage Greek Hero's Journey and in this pas~ion play of historical analysis I have cast the
"spirit of place" (the "RaumGeist") as our unlikely hero ...
Let the journey begin ...

Call me Bimini. My name speaks volumes about who I imagine myself to be. I believe
myself to be a "good place" for in the tongue of American indigenous peoples my name, Bimini,
means "The sacred site of healing." As a "good place" you descendants of the Western cultural
tradition may also call me "eutopia" (the proper Greek translation of the term). My entelechy is
to harmonize space and circumstance, and all elements of the living and non-living world, into
one sustainable, functional whole. My spirit extends like a root mat from the geothermal springs
now buried 1700 feet below the surface of what is now Bimini Place in East Hollywood out for a
quarter mile in every direction, encompassing a well-watered extension of the Arroyo Seco
historically known as the "Bimini Slough". I am the heart of a riparian watershed whose unique
combination of geology, topography, biology, climate and ecology make me ripe with potential
for all sorts of adventures.
Modern people often speak of the "Zeitgeist" - the "spirit of the times". In so doing they
seem to accord Time a kind of agency, as though Time had·its own will, its own form, its own
substance. As though Time were tangible and influential. In the field of"Planning" Time has had
privilege over space, yet SPACE too, is important (Soja, 1997).
Think of me as the "Raumgeist" - the "spirit of the place", and accord me my own
agency. Many authors of Planning talk about "the power of place" (Hayden 1995, Stillger 1991,
Agnew and Duncan, 1989) and will even mention the role of "sacred ground in natural and
human environments" (Swann, 1991) and "how our surroundings shape our thoughts, emotions,
and actions" (Gallagher, 1993) but very few give me enough real credit. They will make
statements such as "the city decided to implement a policy" or "the region, as a whole,
disagreed" but the reader is usually supposed to infer that it was certain people within that space
who made the decisions. The idea that the Raumgeist - that synergistic spiritual reaction between
the ecology and history of a place and its inhabitants - can or should decide the fate of a
development is an anathema to modernist planning.
Since the waning days of the city beautiful movement and the garden city movement
(Olmsted, [1972], Fein, 1971, Howard [1965], Beevers, 1988) meaningful bio-regionalism and
even site-based "enviro-regionalism" have fallen out of favor along with the notion of
environmental determinism. The rise of fossil-fuel-based landscape transformation technologies

lulled people into believing that everyplace was as good as anyplace, and the great American
experiment in homogenized space began (Mead, 1966). And because so many of the people
who write history these days are from a culture that has divorced itself from any meaningful
connection with ecological space and even from most of the comparative advantages of space1 I
have been etiolated. My power as a real location has been wrested from me and given over to
some abstraction which Perroux called "economic space" (Higgins and Savoie 1988). Under this
modernist assumption people felt they could do anything to me, with me, upon me, as though I
were some tabula rasa upon which a mathematical grid could be laid and some abstract built
environment superimposed.
I do, however, have my own agency - I exude history, guide imagination and limit
possibilities, by virtue of my physical characteristics and the power of the stories that are told
about my past. I am a landscape of legends (Davis, 1999), of imminent and unexpected
earthquakes and fires, of seasonally distributed rainfall, flash flooding, abundant solar influx,
geothermal heat, subsurface water, well-draining soil, and occasionally high winds. I am a
"Mediterranean" biome, a corridor for an abundant array of migrating birds, reptiles and
mammals, and I am host to a bewildering variety of plants in a unique and diverse ecosystem.
Long after humanity has perished from the earth I shall endure, for I am Bimini, a regional part
of the earth, and though man may come and go, the earth abides ...
Imagining a Sustainable, Shared Identity of Place
I could tell my story many ways, and start the story from any of many days. I shall skip
prehistory, however because I am a "spirit" of place, and I feel that I can only act spiritually
through my interaction with ... other spirits. You can dispute this philosophy, but this is MY
story, so I will take the cheap and expedient way out and, as narrator, beseech you to suspend
your disbelief and ride with me within the parameters of my belief system, which is as follows:
Spiritually, to have existence value, to be "sacred", we must all be in tune with one
another ... we must achieve both spiritual unity and harmony. It is only in the interaction of
spirits with other spirits that we can collectively create any "identity" of place, for the word
"identity" itself implies "one-ness" of being. It is a contraction of"idem et idem", literally,
"same and same" expressing the "sameness of essential or generic character in different
instances" the "sameness in all that constitutes the objective reality of a thing", "an equation that
is satisfied for all values of the symbols", otherwise known as "Oneness" (Merriam-Webster

Dictionary, 2001). In so far as most of the organisms that inhabit space are not yet self-aware, it
is hard for me to engage in the kind of dialectic with them that would enable us to collectively
"imagineer" an identity of place, though they may play a part in constructing that space through
their activities. To imagineer requires an imagination, which is "the act or power of forming a
mental image of something not present to the senses" (Ibid). To create an imagined space
necessitates social construction that can only come out of a perceptual tool kit that includes some
"sixth sense" with which to pick up the entelechy of the spirit world. Most animals have
influence over the spaces they inhabit and are influenced by them, but display little active
imagination with which to create new spatial identities. Change is slow, occurring principally in
evolutionary time-scales. Yet the human animal is a revolutionary organism, capable of massive
change with extraordinary rapidity. For spaces to endure, the spirit of place and the spirit of such
living beings must be in coherence ...
I claim that a sustainable identity of place - one that does not change with every fickle
cultural wind that blows - is one that emerges from shared spiritual perceptions of how best to
inhabit interacting bodies in space and how best to inhabit the space around bodies. Through
natural selection, the spirits of most other animals have fallen into patterns of being and
inhabitance that do indeed work sustainably but there is almost too little conflict. Certainly too
little to write a narrative about. With most of the animals we have little to dispute but hence,
little to talk about. Very little potential for a story there ...
So I shall start my narrative journey at that point in time when human culture had
established a bond with me and recognized my spiritual capacity -- my essence as a
"RaumGeist" -- and actively interacted with me in a teleological way ...
•

THE ORDINARY WORLD
Let our story begin at the time 10,000 years ago when I, Bimini, was a riparian

watershed, filled with sacred oak groves, with willows shading the banks of the Bimini Slough, a
plenitude of antelope, deer, bear and coyotes forming a highly productive ecosystem. I was a
place where the quality of life and the conditions for leisure were so great that the Gabrieleno
peoples built one of their prime villages on my soil. Theirs was one of 17 prosperous villages
linked like pearls in a necklace of waterways that flowed out from what is now called the Los
Angeles River.

The spirit of the people blended well with my spirit, creating a coherent identity between
what I had to offer materially and the symbolic use the Gabrieleno's made of my space. This
became my ordinary world. And it was good.

•

THE CALL TO ADVENTURE

It also got boring. Your typical "static utopia". I wasn't the only one to feel this. The

Gabrieleno's themselves, particularly the young, felt the need for adventure and change, and had
begun to explore new ways of getting in touch with the spirit world as well as new technologies
for using the chemical foundations of the plant world for sophisticated medicines, for
construction and for modifying landscapes to increase hunting opportunities and make aesthetic
improvements.
One reaches a point at which one can no longer remain indefinitely in the comfort of the
Ordinary World. I was excited by this activity, and helped the creation of their new story by
revealing some of the possibilities space holds for transforming nutrients, cycling carbon and
water and alchemically creating new substances. I gave up some of the secrets of the earth.
There was a buzz about the land - mystical expectations of new understandings of the
relationship between heaven and earth. So we were all quite intrigued when other spirits,
inhabiting bodies from lands far away, began to arrive on my river banks. "Spaniards" they
called themselves, and they too had been experimenting with new ways of relating to and
manipulating the natural landscape. In 1769 the Portola expedition came through my area,
describing it in one of their diaries as "a plain with land that was continually good and covered
with grass". They had learned how to travel across vast distances of land and sea and described
another vision of"eutopia" that came from their spiritual texts, and about a kingdom of heaven
that awaited all those who participated in their attempt to subdue and dominate and bring
mathematical order and precision to space.

•

REFUSAL OF THE CALL

At first I balked at the threshold of this great adventure, expressing reluctance to be thrust
into such a quick state of change. The pace of the Gabrieleno's experiments had seemed
endurable, but the Spaniards were moving at a bewildering speed. Still, along with the
Gabrieleno youth, I eventually got caught up in the spirit of the times, that active and powerful
planning ZeitGeist, ignoring the pleas of the village elders and yielding my soils to some of the

experiments occurring in the new "missions" established by the newcomers. By the time I felt
the spiritual discord of the people moving upon me, by the time I understood the new cries of
betrayal, injustice and exploitation echoing across the land, I found myself violated, my
painstakingly accumulated soil broken open by till and toil to the ravages of the wind and rain
and plough. Within mere days most of my vegetation was gone; trees that had taken the
Gabrielenos hundreds of years to grow so that they would produce abundant harvests of nuts,
tree-cereals and fruits vanished in a few wood splintering, heart shattering moments. Cattle,
imported from alien bioregions, were set upon my soil with no consideration for the shallow
rooted plants upon which they fed. In a short period oftime, my surface was laid waste. I
fought back with floods and fire, and encouraged the spirits of the Gabrielenos to join me in
waging war on these newcomers but, as with most riotous behavior, we ending up only hurting
ourselves. My strategy of creating a "fever" on the land did not drive out the infection, it merely
stimulated the Spanish to apply new technologies and import foreign materials and slaves to
make up for what we lost. Soon it appeared there was no turning back.

•

MEETING WITH THE MENTOR (THE WISE OLD MAN OR WOMAN)

There was, throughout this time, an old sage, a "windwalker" - one of those travelling
medicine women whom you still see travelling gypsy fashion from continent to continent,
bringing seeds and ancient wisdom - a transmigrant of deep rooted heritage but no particular
nation, with features of all the great civilizations of the Americas traced in the lines of her face.
She came to drink from the Bimini

~lough

and rest a while, and watch the transformation of the

land with those deep, all knowing eyes. Through her bare feet, massaging my scarred earth, she
spoke to me, saying,
"Oh great spirit of Bimini, you know your history is long while that of we mortals is tragic and short.
Do not give up on us, nor assist us in our desire to separate ourselves into warring tribes. Look ahead,
through and beyond the pain, to what great things you can teach all humanity after the many _spasms of
greed and destruction that have upset the balance you once had with our native peoples has p·assed. An
age of uneven accumulation and creative destruction is upon us, but it is a necessary phase for the
eutopian social transformations to come (see Marx, [1934]). You are Bimini, '<the sacred site of healing'',
and you can only really do your sacred work from within a place of illness. The age of capital
transformation will bring about diseases far greater than what you are enduring and witnessing now - for
Man is still discovering how easy it is to rape all of the different forms of your natural capital and to
exploit the human capital of those people who dwell on your land and who will be forced to do the labor
that consumes you. The spiritual discord will be horrible, and for many generations the relationship
between the human spirit and the spirit of the land will be completely broken. But this is your destinyto have been whole, to preserve the memory of that wholeness, and to bring the healing gift of wholeness
back to the human spirits who pass through your sacred space. This spirit you must keep alive!"

•

CROSSING THE FffiST THRESHOLD

Once I accepted my fate, I became much more observant of the human race. The
Gabrieleno' s disappeared, victims of disease, genocide and relocation. I was forced to deal only
with foreign invaders. It became much harder to dialogue with people who had no spiritual
connection to me, but I kept trying to make my eutopian contributions evident. It wasn't, I
realized, that the newcomers had no sense of what I could offer on a sustainable basis, merely
that a ZeitGeist had captured their imagination at the expense of my Raum Geist. They were so
caught up in their own sense of manifest destiny vis a vis the status they could gain in their faraway homelands that they quickly forgot to live within the limits of what I could reasonably
provide in situ. For example, the Governor of California recognized that I could maintain
pasturage for cattle with "ample water for irrigation" if they managed me well and in 1777
advised that my area be "subsidized until it became self-sufficient". But they never achieved this
goal. Their fight was against time, not ecological collapse; their focus was on trying desperately
to accumulate more than their neighbors and their distant peers. The temptation to use up my
water and fertility to get rich quick and then convert me to other, short-term profit generating
land-uses precluded the infrastructural subsidies that would have brought back bio-regional selfsufficiency. When I was exhausted they switched to irrigated orange trees and other exotic
crops, progressively depleting even the deepest layers of my residual fertility and moisture and
going to great expense and trouble to make up for shortfalls by importing materials from other
then-ravaged "sacrifice zones". When agro-forestry failed, they made the area residential space
for the working class. By continually externalizing the negative consequences of their actions
they found they never had to pay the debts they accumulated to either land or society. And to
keep themselves from suffering the consequences, the entire culture developed a strange
relationship to my land - those who profited most from using me externalized themselves right
out of my neighborhood. They developed a system of "absentee land ownership" whereby they
would make my terrain private property, identify the profit potential of one of my attributes, and,
from a safe distance, control the lives and labor oflandless others (most often people of Africa,
Mexico, and Asia) who were forced to extract from my reserves. These laborers would be the
one's to suffer when I could no longer support the land use they had subjected me to, and this
was of no concern to the landlords.

This extractivist, exploitative mentality caused me great chagrin. It seemed it would
never stop. With each lay.er of my earth that they mined and discarded, they kept finding new
uses for parts of my geological and biological heritage, and a new group of suffering workers
would be brought in to do the dirty work.

In the late 1800' s they found a use for the most recondite of my resources - millions of
years worth of stored hydrocarbons, laid down during the days of the dinosaurs. This led to a
flurry of activity that turned my landscape into a sea of giant metal oil derricks. The very first oil
field in Los Angeles was developed on a strip of land between what is now Elysian Park and
Vermont Avenue. My neighborhood quickly followed. The sky grew thick with smoke, the
working people died of lung disease, and my waters grew so heavy with fuel that they
spontaneously burst into flame (Hayden, 1997). Instead of a eutopia I began to feel like the
dystopian nightmare of Dante's Inferno.
"The drilling occurred in the front and rear yards of people's houses"(Lehman, 1994); the
white residents of the area, descendants of the conquerors, objected to the noise and pollution
and these indignities and hazards were promptly "more than offset to them through royalties"
(Ibid). But the large black population now living in my neighborhood, descendents of slave
laborers still enslaved by economics and prejudice simply had to put up with the nightmare.
One such resident, a prominent African American who also dabbled in politics, decided in
the late 1890's to drill his own well to see if he could capture some of the profits the whites were
reaping from me. He acquired a tract ofland East of Vermont and stuck his drill in the center of
what is now Bimini Place hoping for the black gold that could create golden opportunities for the
black community. Instead, like an ancient diviner, he felt my guidance and struck a pocket of my
artesian geothermal mineral water.

•

TESTS, ALLIES AND ENEMIES

I wanted to be able to tell him that of all my resources this one could be the very best for
bringing justice and sustainability back to the land. It seemed to me that descendants of African
culture, though uprooted through a terrible Diaspora, still retained a spiritual understanding of
place. Together we could explore the possibilities of unlimited clean energy and irrigation from
my geothermal hot springs and bring a neighborhood ecology back to life. But, under the
political economy of the time, as a disenfranchised person of color, he couldn't sell the water
outright (he had no access to any existing market) and he lacked the capital to develop the site

for local use. Though he felt my RaumGeist, and intuited the potential power ofthis sacred
place, he was ultimately forced, given the racist Zeitgeist, to sell the well at low cost to Dr. D.W.
Edwards, a white man. My oil had been quickly exhausted, but my geothermal well still held
great promise and with the incredible financing from the oil boom on his side of the uneven
playing field, Dr. Edwards was able, in 1901, to erect a Mission-Style wooden structure over the
well with Turkish bath apartments and a cafe. He named it the Bimini Baths - a site of healing.
But for Dr. Edwards the only real healing he wanted was to his bank account. For 4 years he got
rich off of my waters, but, as usual, paid no attention to my regional ecology. On November 8th,
1905, I erupted in fire and reduced his building to rubble.
This stopped nothing. By then word had gotten out that the Bimini Baths was a popular
resort among the elite and a little over a year later the well-heeled, well connected Edwards had
formed a stock company to create "one of the finest bath-houses on the Coast" with "natural
spring water" that was "believed to have remarkable healing qualities" - for those who could
afford them! By 1907 the new Bimini Baths and adjacent Bimini Resort Hotel occupied half a
block comprising two large plunges, tub baths, dressing rooms, Turkish Baths and a cafe, a
bottling house and a laundary facility. This began a development boom on my terrain. The Los
Angeles Military Academy was built across the deep riparian gulch (my Bimini Slough) where
once Gabrielenos had fished. In 1910, a huge Victorian mansion was built, with nine fourplexes
for upscale residents, on a street now called "White House Place", adjacent to the baths. By 1913
developers were using the riches from the baths to transform me into a "high class
neighborhood" which would result in "the building up of the beautiful, rolling section just back
of the Bimini Baths, a district, which, though thoroughly desirable both in point of accessibility
and sightliness, has long been comparatively neglected" (Lehman, op.cit.). This redevelopment,
of course, meant displacing a lot of the working class people of color who had moved into the
neighborhood to work during.the oil boom.
•

APPROACH TO THE INMOST CAVE

The opulent Bimini Baths became so famous that Hollywood Bathing Beauties attended
regularly, and literary figures, such as Edgar Rice Burroughs, mentioned my waters in their
famous books (Burroughs, 1924). Before long a 120 foot wide paved highway was created with
trains running down the middle just to service my Baths! In fact 3 trolley car lines from different
parts of the city megalopolis terminated at the Bimini Baths turnaround. The area was such a

money maker with such a high volume of tourist traffic that an electric amusement park was
proposed in 1915 to occupy eight acres leased from the Bimini Water Company, featuring
"imposing entrances off of Vermont and Bimini, parade grounds, dance floor, music pavilion,
elevated railway, Ferris wheel, Japanese village, a merry-go round, ice skating rink, and around
200 concessions booths, <with> buildings of an artistic design constructed for permanency."
(Lehman, op.cit.) In the "roaring 20's" I became the site of conspicuous consumption on a
massive scale as enormous wealth was transferred from all over the country to the Bath-serving
Wilshire corridor just 5 blocks south of the Bimini neighborhood. By the early 1930's I was
mentioned as containing "the finest homes in the Wilshire District", and my slough was crowned
by the "Picturesque Old Mitchell Mansion", "one of the show places of Los Angeles" with
"magnificent grounds" in that "beautiful, rolling section just back of Bimini Baths." (L.A.
Times, 1931)
With the paradisiacal Mitchell Mansions gardens gracing my slough, and all the money put
into landscaping and tending to my terrain, not to mention all the media attention I was getting,
extolling my virtues as one of the best places to live in Los Angeles, I almost felt whole again.
While I could not directly communicate with them, the people who occupied or visited my space
sent out vibes of delight and excitement.

•

THE SUPREME ORDEAL

Of course it was a sham. East Hollywood is still Hollywood - a world of illusions. The wealth
and Edenic appearance of my neighborhood had been garnered at the expense of the working
people of color, and so my new found glory might as well have been that ofD.W. Griffith's
Babylon (Starr, 1985). My fall was assured and deserved. Bryon Puryear and his family, one of
the first landowners in the development, had made a policy of never renting to Jews, Blacks,
Mexicans or Theatrical People and such people were strictly prohibited from using or entering
·the Bimini Baths. Restrictive zoning had created crowded pockets of people of color within a
few blocks of me to the North. A small industrial pocket had emerged at the edge of my Slough
to feed the post WWII capitalist consumer market, and the racial and class divide became
unsupportable. Everybody felt and deserved to satisfy their inherent spiritual desire to relax their
souls in the beauty of the Edenic place into which I had been reconstructed. When blacks who
were refused entry to my Baths and harassed by police took their grievance to court the lie of the
ersatz paradise was exposed.

Social justice won out briefly in 1951 when a court order finally gave people of color the
right to use these purportedly "public facilities". But this temporary victory for the human spirit
was cut short when the capital holding whites in the area decided to flee rather than harmonize
with their neighbors. They got the city to cap my wells; the baths were closed down that same
year and, after a decade of wrangling between land-owners and civil rights advocates, in 1960
the baths were demolished to make space for a parking lot. It was as though the land owners felt
that if they couldn't have their race and class exclusive paradise, nobody could. Once the big
money had been pulled out of the community, over the next thirty years my area was paved over
and built up in brutalist style, turned into a multi-ethnic slum with low income housing tracts,
high crime rates, auto-repair and other polluting industries. Capital would continue getting rich
off of slum-lord rents, extraction from Labor, and sales taxes. Neither the spirit of place nor the
spirit of the residents counted. To "compensate" for the social decay and despair now growing on
my "sacred site of healing" an alcohol and drug recovery home was placed in the former Bimini
Resort Hotel. I had truly been turned into Perroux' s "economic space" with no regard for
anything but dollars.

•

REWARD (SEIZING THE SWORD)

Sometimes we need the sword of Damocles to smite the dragon of injustice and exploitation
and despair. In 1992 the people rose up to seek their reward. In tandem with civil unrest in the
Southern part of the city, a generation's worth of marginalized tenants in and around my territory
began to deliberately destroy the crumbling edifices and institutions that had been built to extract
profit from their blood sweat and tears; their 4 days of rioting so severely threatened the power
elite that the national guard had to be called in. It brought me back to the uprising I'd
participated in with the Gabrieleno' s centuries ago, but this time we were burning buildings and
shops that had done little or nothing to improve the quality of life in Bimini. It was time to use
capital's creative destructive against itself, and prepare for the moment of healing. The uprising
was quelled, but it finally galvanized the community into the kind of knowledge and experience
that leads to greater understanding and toward a reconciliation with hostile forces.

•

THE ROAD BACK

A group of folks on Bimini Place who had never so much as said hello to one another took
stock of the damage and decided it was time to take things into their own hands. One longtime
resident, Lois Arkin, began going door to door and asking neighbors how they would like to see

the spirit of Bimini brought back to life, and how they would like the healing to occur. Lois'
organization "CRSP" (Cooperative Resources & Services Project), had been "committed to small
cooperative and ecological communities" since 1980 and believed in the power and spirit of
place. With community stakeholders they began a process of participatory democracy in
planning. In 1994 my pluricultural residents presented their ideas for what to do with my land at
the first Los Angeles Sustainable Cities conference. By 1996 CRSP had received approval to
purchase the old 40 unit courtyard style Bimini Place building across from where the Baths had
been and began refurbishing it to serve "very low to moderate income, ethnically diverse, mixed
use, multi-family residents" to "demonstrate a healthy and regenerative urban community in
which the ecological, economic and social systems in the neighborhood are integrated for long
term health and sustainability." The Los Angeles Eco-Village was born.
•

RESURRECTION

Today the spirits of the people living in Bimini Place are beginning to connect with me
again. There is a sense of community and a strong sense of me as a real, not just economic,
place. The people who occupy my land - now called "eco-villagers" meet formally twice a week
and discuss ways to make sustainable, gentle, low impact use of my unique physical, ecological
and topographical features. In 1999 CRSP purchased an adjacent 8 unit apartment and the
residents have begun an "eco-retrofit" of both buildings. Permaculture food gardens have
replaced much of the concrete and all of the ornamental landscapes and one apartment unit is
already producing all of its own clean and inexhaustible heat and electricity using the abundant
sunshine we are blessed with.
•

RETURN WITH ELIXIR

The Bimini Place Eco-Village, having learned from the long and tumultuous history of our
space, is poised to become a model for the 21st century. I am being reconnected with the spirits
of other places and other peoples and begin to hear words again that hearken back to the time,
hundreds of years ago, when the original eco-villagers -the Gabrielenos - spoke of using their
connection with me and each other to forge a new unity between heaven and earth.
Today's "deep ecologists" have managed to weave what can be now seen as quasiindigenous quasi- "Eastern", quasi-"Western" existential philosophies into environmental
planning rhetoric that is having impact throughout the world. Even some of today's politicians,
such as City Councilman David Crockett of Chattanooga Tenessee, and Mayoral candidate

Antonio Villaraigosa, who came to Bimini to raise funds and share vision, have begun to use this
notion of unity and harmony to champion a mixed-use approach to urban planning:
"Building and architectural forms can be created in which living, manufacturing, food growing
and processing, selling, banking, schooling, waste purification, energy production, religious
activity, art guilds, governance, and recreation <can be> woven together on a neighborhood
scale".(Lerner, 1998. P. 185).
Environmental engineers and scientists/technologists such as Nancy and John Todd have
already eco-pioneered practical, sustainable and efficient technologies using this mixed-use
design to create neighborhoods that "function in a manner analogous to an organism." (Ibid).
These design ideas are going into the site action plan for Bimini Place.
My story is a hybrid romance with a comedic trope (White, 1978). But I feel a curious
sense of irony: this eutopian notion, this spirit of a place where all living and non-living, human
and non-human elements work together in harmony and unity - this was the very same identity
that the first people to inhabit me were constructing with me along my river banks! And, now,
for the first time in centuries, I feel it among the latest denizens with whom I share my space.
And you know what? It feels good.
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